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Login to Customer Area


Customer Area

Not registered yet? Request access here
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Workshops
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Product Demo
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Support & Service
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+ 1 860 799 5612  


Questions?
We are here to help












	









	
	
	
Choose your language:


	
Deutsch
de

	
English
en

	
Français
fr

	
Español
es

	
Select country
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DocBridge® Delta

Quality assurance in document and output management
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DocBridge® Impress

Document creation for print, Web, and mobile devices from a single source
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DocBridge® Conversion Hub

Central conversion service and digital indox
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DocBridge® Mill Plus

Universal document processing for every format and every channel
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DocBridge® Mill Toolkit

Universal document processing as API for integrators and ISVs
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DocBridge® FileCab

Centralizing, managing and optimizing ad hoc documents
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DocBridge® Gear

Platform for process automation in customer communication
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DocBridge® Pilot

Control and optimize all doc output
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DocBridge® Auditrack

Supervision of your entire document production process
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DocBridge® Document Viewer

Web-based multi-format viewer for documents of any format, type and size
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DocBridge® Spool

Central print management for production printing
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Support & Services

Already a customer? Information and contact details for support
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Product Demo

Request for online or on-site demo and individual consultation
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Compart Education

Information about seminars, onsite trainings and online workshops
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By Use Case



	


Customer Communication Management

Process automation and digitization in customer communication






	


Digital Inbox

Central conversion service in electronic input processing and inbound document management






	


Omnichannel Document Output Management

Output documents of all types and formats centrally on all digital and physical channels






	


Compare and Analyze Documents

Automatically analyze, check and compare documents regardless of format






	


Print Stream Conversion

Flexibly and reliably process any conventional data stream in use today for input and output






	


Create Compliant and Accessible Documents

Universally accessible documents according to PDF/UA and WCAG. Section 508 compliance






	


Process Office Documents Centrally

Adding ad hoc documents to centalized print and document output processing operations






	


Onboarding of New Customers

See Inside New Print Jobs. “Know before you go.”
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Omnichannel Customer Communication

Digital First Strategy - No More Page Formats in Customer Communication
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Salesforce Cloud

CCM Integration Made Easy with DocBridge®
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Automated Document Checking

Benefits of Automated Quality Assurance
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By Industry



	


Insurance

The most document-centric vertical is in transition






	


Healthcare

From patient to consumer: The transformation is ongoing






	


Financial Services

Communication is the key to a great customer experience






	


Print Service Providers

Print is just one channel among many. Can You provide them all?






	


Utilities

Keeping the lights on is no longer enough
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Omnichannel Customer Communication

Digital First Strategy - No More Page Formats in Customer Communication
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Salesforce Cloud

CCM Integration Made Easy with DocBridge®
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Automated Document Checking

Benefits of Automated Quality Assurance
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Omnichannel Customer Communication

Digital First Strategy - No More Page Formats in Customer Communication
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Salesforce Cloud

CCM Integration Made Easy with DocBridge®
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Automated Document Checking

Benefits of Automated Quality Assurance
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About Compart

Who we are, what we do and how we act
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Careers

Information, impressions and job offers for applicants
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Events & Webinars

Meet us personally at Compart Roadshow and other trade fairs and conferences
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Partners

Detailed information for and about Compart Partners
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Education Services

Information about our training, workshops, webinars, online roundtables and chats
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White Papers

Industry issues and solutions with in-depth use cases of our state-of-the-art technology
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News

Press releases, news and expert interviews on trends in the industry
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Global Offices

International overview of Compart offices
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Contact

Questions? We are here to help
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LinkedIn

Always up to date: Follow the latest updates from Compart
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Support & Services

Already a customer? Information and contact details for support
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"We wanted do the pre-sort, barcode and add or remove messages and whatever else was needed directly in native AFP and send the files to print. Our initial project was just about AFP. But after a while we realized that we could also use Compart software to improve our process for clients who sent us PDF files."

Muhammad Ali Kazmi
KUBRA











Electronic Bill and Payment Presentment

KUBRA, the industry leader in digital and traditional billing and payment solutions, is expanding its use of Compart’s DocBridge software solution to its iDoxs offering for Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBPP). For the majority of communications, which are printed and postal mailed, Compart DocBridge helped KUBRA reduce the spooling time from five hours to a mere twenty-five minutes. Given the sheer number of communications they process, that is an enormous benefit.





High volume 
conversion of bills „on the fly“





Reduced spooling time from five hours 
to twenty-five minutes




KUBRA as an online presentment pioneer




Improved print and mail processes








Click here to display entire customer story  




KUBRA: Time, Money & Expedited Online Presentment with DocBridge

After completing their print production rollout, the industry leader in customer interaction management discovered that the software drastically reduced down-time in its print/mail production shops.

It’s a commonplace saying that time is money. But it’s also quite true. This is certainly the case in the print/mail service provider market, where having more time means more potential clients and more money but also reduced labor costs and happier customers. Meeting more stringent service level agreements also translates to a higher premium and more profitability. 

In print, time is most definitely money.

This is why KUBRA, the industry leader in digital and traditional billing and payment solutions, is expanding its use of Compart’s DocBridge software solution to its iDoxs offering for Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBPP). After completing their DocBridge print production rollout, KUBRA discovered that the software drastically reduced down-time in its print/mail production shops.


In fact, after years of using a <competitor> solution that required separate servers and web services to extract and convert formats at a cost of five hours of preparation time, KUBRA discovered that DocBridge fit neatly into their environment and cut the processing time to just 25 minutes. Yes, you read that right: from 5 hours to 25 minutes. 
Clearly, for a company that values efficiency, this is an important competitive advantage.

First some background:

KUBRA is one of the leading customer experience management solution providers, processing more than 400 million mail pieces, 55 million electronic bills, and more than 1 billion customer interactions annually for over 550 client companies throughout the USA and Canada from its five locations including four print/mail facilities. 
Some of the largest utility companies, government agencies, insurance carriers and banks rely on KUBRA to get their customer-facing communications printed and in the mail in order to keep the revenue flowing in. It cannot be over-stated: the bill print process provides the life-blood of any commercial enterprise. It is imperative that the process is fast, accurate and frictionless. There can be no shut downs. There can be no interruptions. 
For this reason, businesses pay a premium to have KUBRA print and mail their transactional communications within very tight deadlines. Operating at peak capacity, KUBRA is hard at work when most people are asleep. Missed Service Level Agreements are unacceptable.

Any Data Format, Any Time

One of the most challenging aspects of the print outsourcing business is that KUBRA accepts data formats of all kinds in order to serve its many clients. Further, the input can be hundreds of thousands of documents as individual files or hundreds of thousands of documents as a single file. 

Many clients have their own Computer Information Systems that output pre-composed files; others send raw data and rely on KUBRA to provide basic composition solutions. In other words, every client’s needs are different and all are welcomed by KUBRA.

“A client can send us any type of raw data: csv, record file, flat file, ASCII file and we will load it into our system and create the documents. Or they can send us pre-composed files and we print them,” said Muhammad Ali Kazmi, Technical Lead, Client Solutions. “We will take it however it comes in; the main thing is how we want to convert it for our own internal processing.”

Ease of Use for PDF > AFP Conversion

The original use for DocBridge came on behalf of clients that gave KUBRA their documents pre-composed in AFP format.

“We had a <competitor> solution in place, but in order to use it we had to purchase their server and immediately convert all files to PDF. It didn’t matter what we got, everything had to be converted to PDF in order to do the modifications needed to prepare the files for print.”

The desire to avoid that extra step led KUBRA to purchase DocBridge. 

“We wanted do the pre-sort, barcode and add or remove messages and whatever else was needed directly in native AFP and send the files to print. Our initial project was just about AFP. But after a while we realized that we could also use Compart software to improve our process for clients who sent us PDF files.”

Saving Time on PDF Processing

The <competitor> solution was a server-based solution that was not easily incorporated into the KUBRA environment. “We could not embed it into our applications; it was like they were an add-on third party process. That was costing us too much time,” said Kazmi. “So we were able to embed the Compart solution for PDF right into our system seamlessly. We could split the PDF files into smaller groups based on client-supplied business rules and save time without the extra processing.”

The Compart Advantage for Online Presentment

KUBRA now uses Compart software for two reasons, first to improve the print/mail process and second to transform files more efficiently for their iDoxs accounts, which is KUBRA’s EBPP solution. 

For the majority of communications, which are printed and postal mailed, Compart DocBridge helped KUBRA reduce the spooling time from five hours to a mere twenty-five minutes. Given the sheer number of communications they process, that is an enormous benefit.

However, once that project was completed, it occurred to KUBRA that DocBridge could help improve one of the most successful online bill presentment operations in the world. Many consumers prefer to view bills online. KUBRA was a pioneer in online presentment. So the company is now migrating to Compart software for efficiency and speed. The KUBRA iDoxs offering once relied on a component of <competitor> software offering but, “because we were unable to embed the application it ran more like a second party solution,” according to Kazmi. “We wanted a solution that fit into our environment.”

DocBridge provided the answer. “We load all of the print files into our database using Compart’s proprietary XFF format. We provide our customers with a render engine that allows consumers to look at the document online,” said Kazmi. “We use Compart’s libraries to convert the bill on the fly to PNG or PDF depending on how the consumer wants to view them. Again, the best part is that we don’t need a second set of servers to do this conversion.”
The entire EBPP migration project is expected to take two months.
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KUBRA

KUBRA, the industry leader in digital and traditional billing and payment solutions, is expanding its use of Compart’s DocBridge software solution to its iDoxs offering for Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBPP). For the majority of communications, which are printed and postal mailed, Compart DocBridge helped KUBRA reduce the spooling time from five hours to a mere twenty-five minutes. Given the sheer number of communications they process, that is an enormous benefit.
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www.kubra.com
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Customer story KUBRA (389.1 KiB)







Interview

How can AI improve the quality of your customer communication in terms of performance and customer satisfaction? Muhammad al Kazmi from Kubra, the industry leader in digital and traditional billing and payment solutions in North America, talks about the current challenges of document processing. 
Watch the full video.
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Do you have more interest?
Request a product demo

Please contact us for an individual DocBridge® demonstration. Our product experts will be happy to discuss possible application scenarios with you.

Click here to continue









You might also be interested in
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Control and optimize all your output with DocBridge Pilot

Learn more
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Ricoh document center - multi-channel capable output management

Read more
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Background information: Document Conversion

Learn more
















Compart Deutschland GmbH
Otto-Lilienthal-Str. 38
71034 Böblingen
Deutschland

Telefon: +49 7031 6205-0
Telefax: +49 7031 6205-555
info@ner.compart.com




Compart France S.A.S.
Tour Part Dieu
129, rue Servient
69326 Lyon Cedex 03
France

Téléphone: +33 4 78 63 69 90
Téléfax: +33 4 78 63 69 99
info@ser.compart.com




Compart Iberia S.L.
c/o Carlos Alonso 
Calle del Océano Atlántico, 44
28760 Tres Cantos
Madrid
España

 info@ser.compart.com




Compart North America Inc.
Oak Brook Pointe
Suite 500
700 Commerce Drive
Oak Brook, IL 60523
United States

Phone: + 1 (877) 237-2725
info@nar.compart.com
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Checking Document Quality 

100% Automated Quality Assurance and Compliance
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Omnichannel Communication Solution

Digital Transformation – White Paper
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Hybrid CCM Value Chain      



DocBridge® Solutions – Adding Value to Existing CCM Workflows
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CCM Software

DocBridge® Customer Communication Management Software
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Salesforce Cloud and CCM

Integration Made Easy with DocBridge®
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Section 508 Compliance      



Making Documents and Communications Accessible
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